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The Lord gave me Brothers
We are treading a long compulsory one way road, for
our good luck: the path of universal fraternity, which includes environmental sustainability.
Already 72 years have passed since the Declaration of
Human Rights, 20 in which the objectives of the Millennium
were established and 5 of the Encyclical Laudato Sí, and
about to receive in
our hands the lat- Ecology of care challenges
est: All brothers, on
us to become aware of
the human fraternity. Pope Francis our BEING
continues persisting, like soft water on hard stone. All the Christian Churches
unite themselves in the same undertaking of the care for
creation, awakening our consciences to the ecology of care.
Indeed, thinking about it today, ecology presumes the
awareness of correlation of the whole creation that is
not a “make believe”. This widens our horizon to look at
life and the things as a whole of which I am a part, I am
responsible and I must take care and look after and restore to good quality, as a guardian that I am by vocation.
This brings to mind the question of origins: Where is your
brother? /…/ What did you do? (Gn 4:9-10). A question that
we cannot evade like Cain: Am I my brother’s keeper?(Gn
4:9) We are human and we are brothers, responsible for
one another; we belong and we inhabit the same common
house, where everything affects everyone and no mask
will deliver us from this contagion.
The mutual care challenges us to become aware of our
BEING, the only reason for which we exist in this precise
moment and place, as concrete person
who have a name, a face and history,
participating in the great Salvation
History. This awareness is progressive: it can be learnt, cultivated and
practiced, just as we learn to take
first steps, to write, to be, to live with
another, etc. It demands dedication,
effort, sacrifice, abnegation, audacity,
compassion and tenderness.
To become care-takers of the Brethren that
the Lord has given us is the greatest challenge that

the life of Sister Maria Clara poses to us. Her existence,
nourished by the Gospel, points out to our consumerist
and egoistically calculating mentality that the formulas of
making global economy grow is the ratio between what
we are and have. Her compassion and altruism unsettles
us from our indifferences and selfishness and makes us
see life in a different manner, about our way of going
about and never about our unconditional surrender to
the neighbor.
As disciples on our journey, we will concretize the art of
taking care of the Brother, as of me (cf. Mt 7:12), also did it
to Me, the Lord whom one day we will ask: Lord, when did
we see you …? And He
will say: Whatever you With Francis of Assido for one of the least si and Mother Maria
of my brothers, you
Clara, let us allow ourdid it for Me.(Mt 25,40).
This should motivate selves to be surprised
us to magnanimity, by fraternal relationship
to compassion and to
tenderness, concrete with our environment
manifestations of love
that, naturally, draws close, shares as ‘bread’, gives oneself
and shares the pain and joy of the other!
This is the one way and compulsory road that each of
us has to tread in the paths, of Sister Maria Clara who,
looking at Francis of Assisi, understood what it means to
say the Our Father, and therefore did not cease praising
and blessing the Lord who entrusted to her the care of
the brethren!
Let us allow ourselves to be surprised by
this logic of fraternal relationship, with
the whole of creation, because we
are sons and daughters of the Father
who is Ours! When this takes place,
we will have answered the question
of the origins: What did you do with
Brother that the Lord gave you? And
the truth of being eternally responsible
for one another and guardians of creation will emerge!
Sr. Nealtina Cassamá, FHIC
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In God and with the needy
Testimonies of favours received, through the intercession of Blessed Maria Clara:
M.L.C.S.D. - Castelo Branco, PT. –My 15 year old grandchild
plays the transversal flute since the age of 4; more or less at the
age of 13, her tendon was caught up and was not able to touch
it. She underwent all the physiotherapy and the doctors said that
they could no longer do anything and that she would have to play
less or keep from playing. She used to cry bitterly, saying that she
would like to play again. In April 2019, I went to Church and saw
The Sister to the Poor. I brought the bulletin home and, from that
time, I began to pray daily, all the prayers on the bulletin, for my
grandchild. The little one began to make an effort to play alone
at home, even though with pain. She used to go for classes, but
was not able to make great effort. Some time later, she began
to tell me: grandma, I no longer have pain: I am able to play! I
only used to tell her: continue, my daughter, because one day
you will be able to play again. Meanwhile, from one moment to
the other, the Teacher saw that she was able to play and told the
parents to shift her to the Conservatory of Castelo Branco and
that was done. They had an audition in the Conservatory and
she came out to be the best! An authentic wonder for all! Her
hands appeared to be flying over the flute! I promised Mother
Clara that when I see my grandchild playing, which was her
dream, she would publish it. For me it was a miracle!
C. M. C. O. - BA, Brazil -This happened in my life... that blessed
people, through their prayers interceded for me to Mother Clara
and such a great miracle took place: my son who is a doctor,
through a test, discovered something different in me, which
drew his attention, and made me undergo other tests which
concluded the diagnosis of a nodule in one lung. I had to undergo
a surgery and chemotherapy. In addition to this nodule, there
were smaller ones, calcified and located in the upper right and
lower left lobes, of residual nature. After one year of the surgery, I did a fresh test and unfortunately it accused metathesis
which made us suffer very much. Once again I needed to do
chemotherapy and radiotherapy. I was feeling very depressed.
After the exhaustive test, to begin the radiotherapy, I asked for
the great mercy of Jesus and Mary, to come to relieve of that
suffering, me and all the persons who suffer from cancer .I did it
with great faith. Meanwhile, the last tests disillusioned us from
chemotherapy and radiotherapy, because there were already
more metathesis, also in the liver. My son who was already worried and sad, sought help of the Franciscan Hospitaller Sisters
where he works. One of them was moved and made a promise
to Mother Clara, who interceded with God and performed a
miracle! In the last test the metathesis of the liver were not seen.
My test was confirmed by Dr. Clarisse Matias, an authority in
the area of Oncology in Brazil, who was also very happy with
the favour received. I will always be moved with this miracle!
J. S. C. - Leiria, PT. –I worked for 35 years in a Company as a
clerk, accumulating various tasks, which caused me to undergo
a great depression, roughly since ten years ago. I was admitted
in a Hospital for about a month. I recovered and went back to
work, but two years ago I had the beginning of a relapse.I was

advised by my wife and children to look for a new job more of
a physical nature than an intellectual one. I prayed intensely to
Mother Clara to arrange for a job for me, even though I was 55
years old. She heard my prayer. I signed a contract of 6 months
and it was renewed for one year. At the end of this time, I was
told that there would be no renewal. I was left jobless. Once
again I had recourse to Mother Clara. Once again I got a job,
and signed a contract without time limit, but with a 3 months
trial period. I prayed intensely in my prayers to Mother Clara,
so that I could go through these 3 months and become permanent. And Mother Clara of the Child Jesus heard my prayers: I
am permanent. Thank you very much Mother Clara! I thank you
for listening to my prayer.
S. S. - Mumbai, India –I would like to thank Mother Clara
for everything, for taking care of my family and for keeping us
in good health. During the crisis of Covid-19, I was in the UAE
and could not return to India. With constant prayers to Mother
Clara, which appears to be a miracle, I received a call on the 1st
day of July 2020 to go to the Embassy. It was surprising, because
generally the people do not get it so easily and, when they reach
Mumbai, India, they are quarantined for seven days. Having
undergone the Covid -19 test, in two days time I received my
report that was negative. I was permitted to go home. For me,
everything was a surprise. I thank and praise Mother Clara for
all the blessings bestowed upon me and my family.
E. J. G. – Falagueira, PT. –How good to be persons of faith!
When I learnt that someone from my family had a great desire to
have a baby in her arms, but for reasons of health was not able,
I made a novena to Mother Clara asking to intercede with Our
Lady of Fatima and Her Jesus, that this desire may be fulfilled.
The favour was granted and now, they have a beautiful girl, for
whom I wish much happiness. Thank you, Mother Clara! I also
thank whole-heartedly Our Lady of Fatima and Her Jesus.
L. M. C. P. - S. Miguel, PT. –I was worried with a surgery
that I had to undergo for my hip. My aunt and I asked
Mother Maria Clara to help us ask her Lord to attend to
this affliction. I was operated and, thanks to God, I became
alright. God heard us, but I think Mother Clara prayed for
me. I use this means to thank her whole heartedly …
M. A. S. - Setúbal, PT. –I come to thank and divulge a big
favour that I obtained through the intercession of Mother
Maria Clara. On the eve of my outing, with the whole family,
just as I was getting into the bus, I had a fall and my foot
became swollen and dark. I implored Mother Clara that it
may not be broken and that the outing could be carried
out, especially because of the children. Thanks to God
and our Mother Clara, only the foot was hurt: with some
medication, we were able to travel and everything went
on well, for the joy of all, especially my four grandchildren.
My sincere thanks!
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Called to be like Clara
At this moment of our history, between the Jubilee of
150 years of the Foundation of the Congregation and the
Pandemic caused by Covid-19, we are living an unprecedented time marked by lockdown. The Spirit of the Lord
who renews all things impels us, however, to open up
paths and live communion in hospitality and in minority
that generate life, making us fruitful women, spiritual
“mothers”. Thus a dream is born of bringing together, at
the congregational level, 62 young girls in formation at the
stages of the aspirancy, postulancy and novitiate.
Based on the motto to Journey in Faith with Libania, the
Committee for Formation and Youth Vocational Pastoral
of CONFHIC promoted, its 1st online Congregational encounter of initial formation that took place on September
2, 2020, day when we celebrated the 177th anniversary of
the Baptism of our dear Foundress, Blessed Maria Clara
of the Child Jesus.
We need to mention that this event was preceded by
prior preparation with the formators.
Noteworthy was the satisfaction and the involvement
of all the formators, who welcomed the initiative
with great hope and gratitude.
It was a beautiful
and new experience,
of encoun-

ter
a n d
r e a l
proximity in
the virtual space,
of knowing one another, of
sharing, of fraternal and intercultural
communion, a real God experience which calls us to be
new wine in new wine skins…
On the appointed day, at 12 o’clock in Portugal, the best
for all the time zones, the much awaited encounter began,
with the transmission of the message of our Superior General, Sr. Shirley Ninfa Fernandes, from the Mother House
to all the latitudes and longitudes where our formative
communities are.
This was followed by the introduction. Impactful was the
fact that each formee introduced herself, also mentioning
the date of her Baptism, starting point and reference of
being chosen and called to follow Christ poor, chaste and
obedient who from among a thousand, chose us, taking
us by the hand, to the shadow of his sanctuary, where he

keeps us as the apple of his eyes (Blessed Maria Clara).
The peak moment of this encounter was the evocative
celebration of the Baptism, reliving the mysteries that
take place in it, with the symbols, rites and texts, that
converted the celebration into a memorial; an authentic
mystagogical catechesis! It filled everyone with the joy
and spiritual fruits, as testified by these echoes that came
from our dear formees:
• The participation in the online celebration was of
great joy, emotion..., an unique moment of joy...,
upon seeing the formees of the other communities and knowing that we are many vocations..., so
many happy youngsters, following in the footsteps
of Jesus, living in simplicity, like our Founders.
• It was an experience of communion, of fraternal
encounter. In spite of the geographical space that
separates us, we felt our hearts beating in only one
direction, to the encounter of our dear Mother
Clara.
• It was a journey (we were “taken” to the Mother
House through a video prepared for the purpose) and the journey in faith
with our Foundress.
•
Lovely
was the
wel-

•

come
given by
Sisters (of
various nationalities) of the Mother House.
They made us feel we were there and
to know that this space preserves the genesis of
our history, where everything began, where we can
see closely our roots; The crypt spoke to us of the
living presence of our Founders, who are close to
us and continue to illumine our lives and to warm
our hearts.
Through events, God is telling us, today to take seriously the journey and the life that we have chosen,
to go further in communion with Him and in fraternal relationship, with faith and trust, by living His
Word and following in His steps, like Mary; to take
up the challenge of living Hospitality, without fear
of surrendering our life, just as our Founders did
and the Sisters who journey before us.
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Children of the same Father
By discovering ourselves as children of a common Father,
we will take seriously the preoccupation and the effective
responsibility of one another; we will enter the dynamism
of ‘feeling for the other’, or rather, in the visceral dynamism
of compassion, as dreamt by the II Vatican Council, in
stating:”the joys and hopes, sorrows and anguish of men of
our time, especially the poor and all the afflicted, are also the
joys and the hopes, sorrows and anguish of the disciples of
Christ, and there is nothing truly human that may not find
echo in his heart/…/. That is why the christian community
recognizes itself truly and intimately in solidarity with the
human race and its history.” Gaudiumetspes,1.
Extending the gaze and opening horizons, since the ecology of care concerns everyone, Pope Francis, in the beginning of his Petrine ministry, reiterates the spirit of Gaudium
et spes of universal scope, in referring to St. Joseph, as the
guardian of the family of Nazareth and of the Church: “The
vocation of the guardian does not refer only to us, Christians
«The vocation of a guardian does not only concern us, but
it has an antecedent dimension, that is simply human and
concerns everyone: it is that of guarding the whole creation,
the beauty of creation, as said in the Book of Genesis and
as St. Francis of Assisi showed us: it is to have respect for all
creatures of God and for the environment in which we live.
It is to guard persons, to lovingly take care of each and every
one, specially the children, the elderly, those who are fragile
and who often are in the periphery of our heart. It is to take
care of others in the family /.../. It is to live with sincerity the
friendships, which are a mutual guarding in intimacy, respect
and goodwill.”On the same occasion he exhorted: “Be guardians of the gifts of God!” And explained: “To “guard” we must
also look after ourselves, watch over our feelings, our heart”
from where come out actions that “build or destroy”. And
invited us “not to be afraid of goodness, or even of tenderness”, virtues that show “fortitude of spirit and capacity for
solitude, compassion, true openness to the other, love.”
Cf. Pope Francis, - Homily of 19.03.2013.

Be good to one another

Blessed Maria Clara

In Prayer and Communion
Many are the requests for prayer and intercession of
Mother Clara. United, the Lord does for us great things.
Let us pray in communion for one another.

A flower of Gratitude
We pray to the Lord for the brothers and sisters with
a magnanimous and good heart, whose generosity will
never be forgotten!
In each gesture that reached us to the Secretariat, a
sign of divine Providence, may our gratitude become
a blessing!

In Illo Tempore
Many things changed in That Land
The following summers were different, since D. Rosália
Proença gifted Sr. Maria Clara with a cottage in Santa
Cruz, Torres Vedras.
Love of nature and zealous in the care of her wards,
she provided for the students and the Sisters
who needed to recoup their energy, holidays
from June to October. All took turns without
exception, because Mother Clara loved all
with predilection.
It is said that much changed in the people of the place, with the presence of
the Sisters and the bustling
children.
Sr. Estefânia, recalling those
times, testifies: I was still a
child in the school of Trinas and we
went with Mother Foundress, to the
beach of Santa Cruz. It was fun for the
children and inexpressible joy for Mother
Clara; she enjoyed our games!...And with
what respect we saw her praying, in the
shade of the pine trees. Then, all together,
we had snacks that the alms sent us; always
happy to be in her company.
Indeed, poverty did not permit us to
have great things. However, through the
Roque do Vale Family, divine Providence
took care. Gift of this family was also the
transport from Torres Vedras to Santa
Cruz, which in illo tempore was done
in bullock carts or on horseback. It was
a feast for the children, and a feast for
the creation!
In The Heart and the Gesture, 1st Edition. 2001, cf. Pg.47

Prayer to Request Cures

Blessed Mother Clara, by the love you had for Jesus in the Eucharist and for
the glory of His Most Holy name, with filial confidence in Mary, the Mother of
Sorrows, and for the exaltation of her Immaculate Conception, I supplicate that
you plead for the cure of… (name) and attend to the prayers of those who ask
for your intercession with God.
Glory be to the Father, Son and Holy Spirit (3 times).

Crown of Praises to God

It consists of 56 “Glory be” in praise of the Most Blessed Trinity
for the 56 years of the life of Mother Clara.
Using the Rosary beads, In place of the “Our Father” say;
To you, all honour and all glory, for ever and ever;
In place of the “Hail Mary” say: Glory be to the Father, and to the Son…;
- at the end of the last 6 “Glory be”
Conclude saying 3 times:
To you, all honour and all glory, for ever and ever.

(With ecclesiastical approval)

Communicate favours received to:
The Provincial Secretariat
of Mother Clara
Clara Sadan Provincialte
Carmelaram P.O.
Bangaluru 560 035
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The Provincial Secretariat
of Mother Clara
Provincial House
Mary Hill, 2nd and 3rd Floor
60, Mount Mary Road Bandra West – Mumbai 400 050

